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You’re in good company

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Clients
Corporate Transport

Clients
Public Transport

Investors

Municipalities

Focussed on hitting net-zero targets 
and also ‘doing more with less’. 

Corporates

Focussed on carbon reducing 
goals and an improved return to 
work experience

Investors

Focussed on true ESG and looking 
for growing profit and purpose 
companies like Liftango.
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A Corporate Mobility Platform

Easier to manage and convenient for 
passengers.

Shuttle Services

Dynamic scheduling and routing of 
vehicles to passengers.

Demand-Responsive

A carpooling program to completely 
offset all vehicle emissions.

Climate-Positive Carpooling

Real-time visibility and reporting 
capabilities.

Operations

Real-time reporting on scope 3 CO2 
reduction performance with API 
integrations to EMS reporting systems

Scope 3 CO2 Emission Reporting



Net Zero Carpooling Solution

Liftango's carpool solution allows organisations to minimise their 
carbon offset, reduce parking congestion, and create a safe, 
convenient and environmentally conscious shared transport 
experience for users within the organisation.

Mobile App Solution

Convenient mobile and  GPS 
technology for  both drivers and 
employees

Exclusive  Network

Easily control who can access your 
network

Strengthen Community 
Strengthen workplace connectivity 
through cost-saving and 
sustainable initiatives.

Parking and Incentives

Integrate with parking systems and 
reward users to promote  
continued use

Net-Zero Goals

All miles driven are  recorded and 
emissions offset to  reach net-zero 
goals
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Drive To 
Work

Pick Up Within The 
Same Network

Allocated 
Parking



How to incentivise Car Sharing
Taking a data led approach to your sustainable mobility needs



Focus on Financials

Money talks

Cash in the pocket or small financial benefits have 

a huge impact

Show how much a car costs

Automotive companies are great at separating 

costs. Show staff how much their car actually 

costs them

Plan for the future

Understand what the cost of change is to you as a 

business and factor in the impact you can have



Support Sustainability

Live and breath sustainability

It’s no longer a company tick box, it is a focus 

that people demand

Share the impact

Give people their data back. Show what 

impact their commute has on company 

emissions and give them options to change

Times are hard

With the cost of living increasing, the opportunity to 

share car costs and cut fuel costs is a key focus



Parking

If parking is tight, people who car share get a 

space closer to the door

Food

Car park spaces cost money, it is often 

cheaper to pay for someone’s lunch 

compared to the real estate cost of a parking 

space

Freebies

Earn points, redeem rewards, choose the benefit you 

want from the action you take as an employee

Give people what they want



However…

Car sharing is not an instant win

Be prepared to invest time and effort

Accept that one size does not fit all

Engage with employees to understand what they want



The end result is worth it…



CO2 Scope 3 Emissions Reduction

Case Study - Tesla

Tesla, with everyone ordered to return to work face an ever-growing 
demand for a limited amount of car parking spaces. Most Tesla employees 
drive to the factories as there are little to no public transport linkages. This 
initiative by Tesla has been introduced to save CO2 by encouraging 
employees to carpool to work, reduce the stress on the parking lots and 
remove the need to purchase more parking spaces for employees to park.

Results

From October 2021 to July 2022 Tesla have reduced their Scope 3 
emissions by 113 Tonnes and are predicted to save 360 tonnes by the end 
of the year! 

113 T
Total CO2 saved

31 T
Savings per month

52 T
Estimated savings per month

360 T
Estimated total CO2 saved

Oct 2021 - Jul 2022 Dec 2022 (Estimates)

PLANET



Thanks

August 2022



Case Study: Nike

As partners, Liftango and WeDriveU are powering Nike’s campus transit network, including both 

fixed-route and a dynamically-routed, on-demand service. Nike’s 18,000 Beaverton-based 

employees can book rides up to seven days in advance and on-demand through the Nike Shuttle 

App or by calling a dispatcher. 

Fully Electric Fleet (DRT and Shuttle Bus)

Integrated to Nikes Single Sign On OKTA Solution

App Based Solution for Discovery, Booking and 
Travelling



Case Study: Thames Valley Business Park

As partners, Liftango and National Express are deploying sustainable digital transport solutions to 

Thames Valley Business Park, Savills and their campus partners and employees. TVBP and Savills 

will have full data capture, allowing them to understand exactly which employee, from which 

company, is using the service and then report sustainability metrics back.

In addition, National Express are migrating TVBP from diesel to electric vehicles, implementing an 

entire electric ecosystem, to allow Savills and TVBP to meet their sustainability goals.

Digitising and Electrifying the Transport Fleet

Tracking and Monitoring of Employee Commute

App Based Solution for Discovery, Booking and 
Travelling
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